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Early – Weather & Seasons 

Preparation 

 
 

 

Objectives 

The lesson will give students the ability to: 

 Identify what makes changes in the weather 

 Discuss how clouds are formed & what they are made of 

 Explain that warm air displaces cold air to create wind 

 Explain that snow is the same as water at very cold temperature 

Standards 

This lesson aligns with the following ―National Science Content Standards‖:  

 Physical Science, K-4 

 Earth and Space Science, K-4 

Materials  

 EARLY Weather & Seasons 

Powerpoint presentation  

 Copies of Raindrop page 

 Color Markers 

 Metal spoons 

 Cooler  

 2 Ice Packs – frozen 

 Color page of Water Cycle 

 Spiral – cut out on thin overhead 

film 

 Pinwheels 

 Beaker with candle inside 

 Lighter  

 Color pages of Wind Patterns 

 Axle Annie Storybook 

 Synthetic snow  

 Plastic bin to contain the snow 

 Small beaker to hold water 

 Hot water kettle 

 Glass pot lid 

Grade Level:  Pre-K-2   Group Size: 20-30 

Time:  45 Minutes  Presenters:  1-3 
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Preparation 

For the Introduction 

 Setup the PC & projector with the Powerpoint  

 If no a projector – ask for an overhead projector or ELMO document 

viewer 

For the Clouds & Wind Station 

 Frozen Ice Pack in the cooler with baggie of spoons 

 Heat up water in the kettle 

 Frozen Ice Pack with glass lid – making lid cold 

 Have the One Drop paper with the markers available 

For the Snow Station – setup next to sink (if possible) 

 Axle Annie book – previewed ahead of time 

 ‗Insta-snow‘ in plastic bin 

 Water ready to pour 

INTRODUCTION 

Introduce all volunteers – who related to & what you do at Micron (brief) 

Slide 1: What is weather?  

 Ask students to raise their hands to answer. 

 Select students to name different types of weather – they may use season names too.   

Slide 2: Do you know what makes changes in the weather?   

 If viewing slideshow from a PC – use animation to bring in graphics for Temperature, 

Wind & Moisture 

 If using overheads or ELMO – just point to each item 

 TEMPERATURE – point at temperature gauge 

o Q: What is this called?  What does this do? 

o A: This is a temperature gauge.  It measures the air temperature. 

 WIND 
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o Q: Can we see the wind?  How do we know there is wind? 

o A: We can feel the wind; we see things flying moving or flying by 

 MOISTURE – this is rain or snow 

o Q: Can anyone tell me where rain/snow comes from? 

o A: Clouds; water evaporates from the ground to create the clouds; when clouds 

are really full they release the moisture 

 PRESSURE is something else that causes weather changes, you will more about that later. 

Slides 3-6: Flip through the 4 slides of various extreme weather – ask the following 

 Q: What type of weather is going on in this picture? 

o If students raise hands – let them answer with descriptions of what they see 

o If students don‘t raise hands – help them out with the following questions 

 Is there moisture? 

 Is there wind? 

 Is it hot or cold? 

 Q: Who can tell me which season you might see this weather? 

o Let students answer 

Slide 7:  What do we know about the seasons?  

 Seasons are represented by changes in the weather 

 When do we usually have HOT weather / COLD weather 

o How do we feel/dress when it is hot? 

o What does the temp gauge look like when it‘s hot outside? 

o How do we feel/dress with it is cold?  

o What does the temp gauge look like when it‘s cold outside? 

o Relate to seasons and what the kids wear in different weather situations 

Slide 8: Now we are going to start our activities  

 CLOUDS 

 WIND 

 SNOW 

 

The following activities can be done as a whole group, or in 2-3 separate 

stations, depending on the number of volunteers involved.   
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CLOUDS 

Where do we see clouds?  What type of weather might be coming when we see 

clouds? 

Answers will vary – let the kids share their ideas and explain why 

Clouds can act like a blanket to keep the earth warm.  At night when you see clouds, 

the warm air does not rise up beyond the clouds.  On clear nights, the heat rises up 

because the clouds are not there, and the earth cools. 

What are clouds made of?  WATER VAPOR/DROPLETS 

Clouds form when moisture is in the air and it collects together.  The water droplets 

are so small and light they can float in the air. 

DEMONSTRATION: Hot water boiling below glass lid cooled with ice pack.  

Watch as the collection of water droplets form on underside of the dish.  

The moist air was warm, then cools when it hits the cold surface.  The 

water droplet form on the cool surface.  Show the kids the lid. 

Clouds form the same way – as the air rises it gets cooler and cooler, then water 

droplets gathers together.  The clouds form when all the water droplets gathering 

together. 

SPOON ACTIVITY 

 Have children cup their hands around their mouths & exhale into their 

hands several times. 

o Help the children to notice that their breath feels warm and moist. 

 Pass out spoons – talk about how the spoons feeling cool. 

 Hold the back of the spoon close to your mouth & exhale.   

o Have the students do it on their own spoon – what do they see? 

 Talk about water droplets from mouth/breath forming on spoon – this is a cloud 

o Warm, moist air and cool air come together on the back of the spoon 
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ONE DROP ACTIVITY 

 Give each student a copy of the paper with the large raindrop & a marker 

– explain that one raindrop is made of many, many water droplets 

o This is a picture of a raindrop which is made up of many small 

water droplets. 

o Instruct the student to write their name at the top. 

o Walk through the questions on the page: 

 Guess/Estimate the number of droplets inside the raindrop 

 Discourage students from counting 

 Count TEN droplets and put a circle around them 

 Do this only once or twice 

 Ask the students how many droplets are there on the page if 

there are 10 groups of TEN droplets 

 There are 100 little droplets inside the raindrop 

 Count with the students – 10, 20, 30,…, 90, 100 

 Did you know that one little rain drop contains over ONE MILLION tiny 

water droplets. 

o How many water droplets do you need to add to the picture to get 

to ONE MILLION? 

o Let the kids add more, just to get the idea that one million is a 

really big number. 

 Have the kids hold the paper rain drop above their heads 

o Gather all the kids together – ―WE have formed a cloud now with 

‗millions‘ of water droplets‖ 
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Water Cycle – for 2nd grades - OPTIONAL for 1st grades 

Show ‗Water Cycle‘ slide 

Do you know that about 2/3 of the earth‘s surface is covered with water? 

Heat from the sun causes some of the water on the 

surface of the earth to evaporate and become water 

vapor, the gaseous form of water that rises in warm 

air.  Evaporation takes place wherever water is 

exposed to the air.  

Q: Beside the oceans where does water evaporate?  

A:  Answers may include: lakes, rivers, puddles, wet 

clothes, irrigated farmland, sprinklers in the heat of 

summer, fountains.  

Water vapor in the atmosphere condenses—or becomes liquid— when the air becomes 

cooled.  Cold air can't hold as much water vapor as warm air, and when the air is 

cooled, clouds form. The clouds then produce precipitation—or rain—that returns 

water to the earth's surface. 

Q: Can you think of other kinds of precipitation?   

A: Answers may include: rain, snow, sleet, hail, dew, fog, or frost.  

Look what happens to the water that returns to earth.  It goes on the land and waters 

vegetation; it goes into ground storage; it ends up in lakes, rivers, and streams. Point 

out these places on the overhead. 

Q:  What are some everyday examples of condensation and evaporation that occur? 

A:  Answers will vary, but may include:  Steam in the kitchen when cooking, 

condensation on a glass of ice water on a warm day, steam in the bathroom, 

condensation on the windows of a car during a rain storm. 
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WIND 

What is wind? 

Wind is air in motion.  Wind can move at different speeds.  Wind can come from 

different directions.  Warm air moves up and cool air moves down.  When warm air 

moves up, the cool air will fill the space, and this creates wind. 

Pass out pinwheels – instruct students to make a slow wind, then fast wind, then create 

wind from different directions on the pinwheel – students may need to pair up and share a 

pinwheel. 

How does wind start?  Let‘s try an activity. 

SPIRAL ACTIVITY 

 Have spiral cut out and hanging from a string 

 Light candle in the beaker – talk about fire heating the air 

 Hold spiral above the beaker and it begins to spin 

 Explain that the air is moving from the warm space to the cooler space, this is 

an example of wind.  Warm air rises, causing the air to move. 

Has anyone been to the beach at the ocean?  Was it windy when you were there?   

Q: What did we learn from the spiral?  And how could that explain all the wind at the 

beach/ocean? 

A: Warm air moves upward, causing wind.  The air over the water is cool and the air 

over the land is warm, so as the warm air moves up, the cool air fills the space the 

warm air left, making it windy. 

For 2nd Grade – WIND PATTERNS 

Discuss the Wind Pattern using the 2 Wind Pattern Printouts 

- Daytime near water – wind pattern is from water to land 

o The land warms to higher temperature than water 

o Warm air rises above the land 

o Cool air cycles in from the water to replace warm air 

- Nighttime near water – wind pattern is from land to water 

o The land cools to lower temperature than water 

o Warm air rises above water 

o Cooler air cycles in from land to replace warm air above water  
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SNOW 

What is snow?   

Snow is made up of crystals of frozen water (ICE).   Snowflakes are made of ice crystals. 

Each snowflake is six-sided and made of as many as 200 ice crystals.  

When do we see snow? 

Temperatures must be below freezing (0 Celsius or 32 Fahrenheit) for snow to form. 

Snowflakes form in clouds where the temperature is below freezing. The ice crystals 

form around tiny bits of dirt that has been carried up into the atmosphere by the wind. 

As the snow crystals grow, they become heavier and fall toward the ground. 

 

 

 

Read Axle Annie - will need to omit pages to fit time requirements 

Q: What happens to the roads when there is snow? 

A: Get very slippery – like an ice rink – temperature is very cold = FREEZING. 

Q: What did Hale Snow‘s machine make? 

A: SNOW!  Do you want to make some snow right now?!? 

SNOW MAKING ACTIVITY 

Have ¼ cup of ‗insta-snow‘ in see through tub – add ¼-½ cup of water & mix [optional: 

let students mix] 

The water causes the snow to expand, so it takes up a lot more space than the 

measuring cup that held the water.
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Conclusion 

 

We have discussed the seasons, clouds, how wind circulates, and snow. Let's review. 

 

Q: How do clouds form? 

A: Millions of tiny water droplets gather together. 

 

Q: What is wind? 

A: Moving Air.  The warm air moves up, the cool air moves down. 

 

Q:  What is snow? 

A:  Many, many Ice crystals 

 

Q:  What did you learn today? 

A:  Answers will vary. 
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Wind Circulation- Pattern 
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